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medical
experiments)
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2

understand
international
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to my project

mobility
planning

1

urban planning
should come
back to work
with
frameworks

porrtable
health
devices
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change
& health

good
measuremnets
for changes in
urban planning
& health eﬀects

health &
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perceived air &
noise pollution

impact on
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qualitiative
methods

exchange
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[My goal/expectation for the day]

Expertise I Contribution

water
infrastructure

combine water
infrastructure
& health
promotion

ﬁnd
concrete
aspects for
cooperation

Open questions. What do you wonder
how to include in the HSM?

Ideas that come up. What would you
want to propose for the HSM?

How might we ..?
Case:
Paddepoel

bringing health
thinking/knowledge to
planners? (and viceversa)

streets as transport
+ destianations
(often forgotten)

Case
Analysis
PDF

dentiﬁy key daily living pattern to analyse

Open questions. What do you wonder
how to include in the HSM?

Ideas that come up. What would you
want to propose for the HSM?

How might we ..?
Data: FIS
Umweltatlas

Identify key
diseases to
analyses

Open questions. What do you wonder
how to include in the HSM?

Ideas that come up. What would you
want to propose for the HSM?

How might we ..?
Challenges of
pop-up infra:
co-work / connect
with colleague of
Göran

connect other
urban planning
frameworks to
not repeat the
downfall with ecars

Gothenburg
Summer-walk-streetproject => winter?

rain, snow, communication,
crime ... often overlooked
factors (espec. on
architectural design
proposals)

Open questions. What do you wonder
how to include in the HSM?
How might we ..?
incl. climate/dynamic
parameters in the analysis
(environmental conditions,
volume etc.) => avoiding
oversimpliﬁcation

Ideas that come up. What would you
want to propose for the HSM?

To tackle urban health problems:
What data do you need to assess risk factors for health of pedestrians, especially
elderly
the slower groups, at the street level? (Data input)
dementia
Cardiovascular patients
ordinary pedestrians

vulnerable groups

polen
seasonal data

on top of the risk factors for ordinary pedestrians

vegetation
shading

Personal security
crime reports

polen -seasonal

parking tickets
lighting ammount and quality

upleasant
noise levels
Concrete ideas to obtain this data
(e.g. Data sources that should go into the survey)
For example:
Speciﬁc databases or data sources available;
or: novel, feasible ways of collecting data

air pollution
data

How will the data output help planners and designers make streets more healthy?
Top
What distances
data in?can
(Input)
ForDimensions
example, data on viral transmission ("social")
generate minimum sidewalk width

recommendations or, data on viral life span in surfaces can help make safer urban furniture.
For example
data on core
Input: elderly population location or density can ...
daily living
Output: map hotspots useful for pavement surface improvement, or
patterns For example:
healthy
Input: data on viral life span in surfaces can ...
Output: help make safer urban furniture.
lifestyle

risk hindering
children cognitive
development

easy access
to groceries

Top Ideas

locate parks
and other
open spaces

where to
eat?

What data in? (Input)

Top Dimensions

How to show/disseminate (Output)

following target subjects to understand mobility patterns
quantitative
urban
analyses

qualitative
approach
Top Ideas

mobility
for care
is crucial

Erschließun
gszwang in
planning

Concrete ideas for the Case Study:
Example: How will your health data help planners create solutions for grandpa and Tano to
arrive home safely and on time.

How to show/disseminate (Output)

TU Berlin
Project on
Pedestrian

What kind of data input do you need to create / design streetscapes that
improve urban mobility, climate, liveability?
create hurdles for car mobility at inter modal nodes

selfsustaining
system run
by citiziens

green system
to keep
climate
actvities high

Know your
people: who
are they, how
do they use
their Kiez

extended modal split
(normally only the main mode
is measured, ﬁrst/last mile

orientation
on street level

district/admin
agendas/guidelines/goals +
funding streams/possibilities

evaluation through
pathway tracking (f.e. LINK
--> OpenTraﬃcCam)

surface
quality/material

green
infrastructure as
main pathways

access
(in)to green
spaces

quality of green
spaces, biodiversity
rate

Temperature,
rainfall,
humidity data

Number of users
(cars, pedestrians)

information
about local
vegetation
elevation data

mobiliy provider
data sources
connect orientation
on street level &
strongly integarte
reen infrastructure)

Concrete ideas to obtain the data
(e.g. Data sources that should go into the survey)
For example:
Speciﬁc databases or data sources available;
or: novel, feasible ways of collecting data
Mobility sharing
providers

Don't
forget cocreation
processes
codesign with
the
municipality
(>understand
their agenda)

address &
involve the
people living
in the area

Get to know
what the
municipality
has in mind

Make use of
neighborhood
organizations

All this relates
to activity and
liveability, and
only indirectly
to climate

possiblities to meet
(meeting spaces)
integration of
connectors and
places

neighborhood activity
(appropriation)

intermodal trip data
f.e. from public
transportation
providers

User survey of
thermal
comfort using
ashrae scale
Grünplan
(district, not
digitalized -->
LINK)

Electric vehicles with
charging points.
Alternative modes of
transport

Inte
activ
enga

Modern
hobbies

options to interact with
nature (water, trees, etc.)

Thermal
comfort
and
shading

engage through
planning concepts
(Gieß den Kiez) +
guerilla Planning

data on neighborhood pr
qualitative data how ar
perceived in the neighb

Access to
emergency
services, Info
centre, a
phone booth

shading maps
(cityLab); air
circulation maps
(ﬁs Broker)

climate tools:
andrewmarsh.com
General remark:
avoid the
'ordinary citizens'
versus 'the
experts' trap.

(I took for granted that
there has been a thorough
analysis of this trajectory,
with special attention for
the ground level, literally
(pavement, etc.)

How will the data output help planning streets to improve health?
information

biodiversity

better
local
Forabout
example
portal
understanding of
vegetation
greenspace eﬀects
Input: data on noise levels can ...
Output: generate recommendations for adequate sound design at the tram stop
For example:
create
acceptance for
Input: data on sun exposure
can ...
slower spaces
Output: helps making furniture placement more
adequate for the elderly.
active

maps that show
frequencies &
connected to as
many data as
you can

participation

An app for
citizens to
contribute
to data
and
mapping

> so you
can see
who goes
how

Concrete ideas for the case study
For example, suggest improvements to the tram stop at Arnswalder Platz that helps to decrease CoViD-19
transmisssion or; make it more convenient and comfortable for Mina and Tano to return home.

Thermal
comfort
and
shading

intermodal trip data
f.e. from public
transportation
providers

neighborhood activity
(appropriation)
identity --> feeling of 'home'
--> human interaction on
neighborhood level

which spaces can be most
eﬀectively changed to be
spots of relaxation and
communication

options to interact with
nature (water, trees, etc.)
Temperature,
rainfall,
humidity data

Access to
emergency
services, Info
centre, a
phone booth

add banks (resting)
with shading

add trees connected to
rainwater management

Architectural
features such
as pop up
infrastructure
that

1 Walkability problem in Berlin (video)

Comments welcome:

2 Development of sustainable streets
with a triple bottom line (video)
Comments welcome:

